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In our discussion last week of the prospects for a super-cycle bull market, we mentioned that the stock 

market might, in fact, be poised for such an event, having been in a major bear market since 1966. This 
1-~~"'·escfiption~ni1syory,s"':8:t variance With cU.rrertt neaalilies,-wrucn teI1:u:stlie Dow is'fliii"ing:with an alF,·"--lr-·· 

time high. The bear market, of course, is in terms of the Dow after adjustment for inflatiOn'~ and a chart 
of the averaQ'eS. so adiusted. appears below. The GNP deflator is used to adjust the index to first-quar
ter-1966 dollars making the high in that quarter equivalent to the actual Dow. 
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After the adjustment, last August's low becomes not 776.92 but 281. 54. The recent rise has taken this 
not to 1000 but to 362. The history of the average since 1966 becomes one of a long and relimtless de
cline composed of three approximate-50% drops, the first two of which were followed by only partial reco\"" 
eries. The total decline from the 1966 high is 71. 7% ,roughly in a league with the bear market of 1929-
1932, which produced an 85.8% decline. 

It is interesting to note where the Dow, after inflation adjustment, is today in comparison with prior 
levels. Its current 362 figure compares with a 1929 high of 858. It sold above its current level for 
almost. the. entire period .1935~ 1940, . not. generally. considered. a. banner, era rfor. the, stock market. _ Following_ 
World War II, it moved above its current level in 1951, so that last August's level represents a 31-year 
low. > ~ 

It can be argued, moreover, that this.desultory performance has produced uncommon value. It is pos
sible to adjust Dow-Jones earnings as well as prices for the ravages of inflation, and, when. this adjust
ment is made, the record low price/earnings ratio was reached two years ago,in 1979, when the Dow sold 
at 6.4 times inflation-adjusted results. This was Ii lower level than had been the case in mid-1949. By 
the third quarter of 1981, the Dow had returned to 6.9 times inflation-adjusted-earnings,close to that 
record low level. Since then ,of course, the p /e ratio has expanded, as the market has moved ahead and 
earnings, especially after inflation adjustment, have dropped. It has risen to around 12.3 for the third 
quarter of this year. However, it must be remembereo that this figure is based on recession earnings 
and will probably be reduced sharply in an economic recovery. 

It goes without saying that the market is anticipating such a recovery and could be in for a shock 
were it to fail to materialize. Nonetheless, recent history strongly suggests that, especially given a de
cline in inflation, the next decade could turn out to be one of considerably better stock prices. 
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Dow-Jones Industrials (12: 00 p.m.) 984.36 
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